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gnificantly affects the morphology
but not the activity of lipase–metal–phosphate
nanoflowers†

N. Sharma, ‡a M. Parhizkar, a W. Cong,a Srikanth Mateti, a M. A. Kirkland,a

M. Puri b and A. Sutti ‡*a

Enzyme–metal-ion–phosphate nanoflowers are high-surface area materials which are known to show

higher activity than the constituting protein. Although the synthesis of hybrid nanoflowers has been

demonstrated with a variety of proteins and reaction conditions, only di-valent metal ions have been

tested to date. We expand on previous findings by testing a range of metal ions of different valence in

co-presence with lipase from Burkholderia cepacia: Ag(I), Fe(II), Cu(II), Au(III). All metal ions produced

colour precipitates, although the type of metal caused different precipitate morphologies under

comparable reaction conditions: from nanoflowers to forests of nano-plates and crystal-like precipitates.

In contrast, the type of metal ion did not appear to significantly affect the product's specific enzyme

activity, which remained greater than that of free lipase. This indicates that the type of metal ion and the

macroscopic arrangement of the petals play a secondary role to that of the co-presence of the metal

and phosphate ions in determining lipase nanoflower activity. The demonstrated ability to produce

metal–phosphate-protein nanoflowers with a selection of different metals also opens the way to

producing a wider range of functional, nanostructured, materials.
Introduction

Lipases are glycerol ester hydrolases that have been used to
catalyse esterication and transesterication in organic
solvents. Accordingly, they have found widespread use in
pharmaceuticals, textiles, food, dairy, detergents, paper
industry, cosmetics and various fragrances.1–5 However, the
instability of free enzymes in aqueous solutions limits their use
in industrial applications. Two standard methods, chemical
modication and immobilisation, have been used extensively6,7

to enhance the enzymes' catalytic activity, reusability, and long-
term stability. Although chemically modied enzymes have
exhibited improved stability, they have not demonstrated
a signicant improvement in catalytic activity.6,8,9

In contrast to chemical modication, the immobilisation of
enzymes onto a suitable support is a simpler and more widely
applicable solution.10 Immobilised enzymes present several
advantages over free enzymes, such as improved reusability,
long-term stability and lower enzyme consumption in
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processes.1,7,11–15 Various materials have been utilised as
supports for enzyme immobilisation including mesostructures,
sol–gel materials and organic or inorganic nanomaterials to
which the enzymes are bound via adsorption, covalent attach-
ment, entrapment or cross-linking.16–24 Nanomaterials have
shown potential as supports for immobilised enzymes and have
been shown to improve the efficacy of biocatalysts.19–24 Large
surface-to-volume ratio, higher enzyme loading and improved
catalytic activity are typical characteristics of immobilised
enzymes.18 Immobilised lipases can be reused, therefore
lowering the cost of enzyme-based processing.

Protein–inorganic hybrid nanostructures with ower-like
shapes (nanoowers) have been prepared using a variety of
proteins and a bio-inspired approach, taking advantage of
a complexation reaction between metal phosphates and
proteins.25–29 When enzymes were used as the protein compo-
nent, the nanoowers exhibited increased enzymatic activity
and stability compared to the free enzyme. This was attributed
to the high surface area and connement of enzymes in the
nanoowers.25–29 Wu, et al. investigated the synthesis of lipase-
based nanoowers and successfully utilised these for efficient
transesterication of chiral alcohols (R,S)-2-pentanol.30 Ozde-
mir, et al. utilised the same reaction scheme to synthesise
horseradish peroxidase-based hybrid nanoowers for detection
of phenol.27 Yang, et al. also reported synthesising enzyme–
inorganic nanoowers and using them as sensors for visual
detection of hydrogen peroxide and phenol.26
RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 25437–25443 | 25437
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The technique is still relatively new and factors that inu-
ence the formation of enzyme–metal phosphate nanoowers
remain to be well described. For instance, most studies on the
formation of protein-metal phosphate nanoowers have
focused on the use of cupric and calcium ions, but there is little
evidence of the use of other metal ions,31 in particular with
valence other than 2+. It is important to assess whether metal
ions other than copper and calciummay be used to form hybrid
nanoowers, because some enzymatic reactions might benet
from the co-presence of specic ions, resulting in nanoowers
with greatly enhanced enzymatic activity.31 Additionally, it is to
be veried whether the use of different metal ions, within the
same group on the periodic table but with different valence,
might result in different structural features, working in
different reaction conditions, or even enzymatic activity
advantages.

Further investigation is therefore needed to explore the
effects of incubation parameters and metal ions on the
morphology of nanoowers as well as the inuence of structure
on catalytic activity and enzyme stability. Given the ample
choice in applications for lipases, and promising reports on
lipase nanoower activity,32 lipase was chosen as a model for
this study. This study focused on the formation, catalytic
activity, and stability of hybrid nanoowers containing lipase
from Burkholderia cepacia (BCL), prepared using four different
metal ions – iron(II), copper(II), silver(I) and gold(III). The last
three metal ions belong to the same group in the d-block of the
periodic table, while iron(II) carries the same charge as cop-
per(II) and is here used as same-charge comparison. The
primary objective of the study was to identify the effect of
process parameters on the formation of nanoowers and to
investigate enzyme activity and stability against different
substrates for a range of different nanoowers.
Experimental
Materials

Lipase (EC 3.1.1.3) from Burkholderia cepacia (BCL), bovine
serum albumin solution (Aldrich: Protein Standard, analytical,
200 mg mL�1), copper(II) sulfate pentahydrate, ferrous(II)
sulfate, silver(I) nitrate, gold(III) chloride, polynitrophenol
palmitate and salts (NaCl, KCl, Na2HPO4, KH2PO4, CaCl2$2H20,
and MgCl2$6H2O) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis,
US). Deionised water was used in all experiments.
Synthesis of lipase-containing nanoowers

The lipase nanoowers (hNFs) were synthesised according to
published methods, with slight modications.25 15–75 ml of
aqueous 120 mM CuSO4, FeSO4, AgNO3, HAuCl4 solutions were
added to 9 mL of PBS (pH 7.4), containing 0.02 mg mL�1 lipase,
to obtain a nal metal ion concentration of 0.2–1 mM. The
mixture was vigorously shaken using a Vortex mixer (Ratek),
followed by incubation without agitation for 72 h at 4�C or room
temperature (21� 3�C). The inuence of metal-ions was studied
by varying the metal ion concentration in the range from 0.2 to
1 mM. Aer incubation, yellow, blue, brown and purple
25438 | RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 25437–25443
precipitates were observed at the bottom of the reaction tubes,
respectively for: ferrous-lipase, copper-lipase, silver-lipase, and
gold-lipase samples. The precipitates were collected aer
centrifugation at 7000 rpm for 15 min, on Eppendorf 5430R
centrifuge, equipped with rotor 5430R. The supernatant was
removed, the precipitates were re-dispersed in deionised water
and centrifuged at the same speed three times to remove
unreacted components. Finally, the precipitates were dried at
room temperature.
Lipase activity and content assays

The enzyme assay was performed according to published
methods,33 with some modication. The reaction mixture con-
tained 2.7 mL of 50 mM phosphate buffer (pH 6.5), 0.3 mL of
50 mM p-nitrophenyl palmitate (pnp as substrate) in 2-prop-
anol, 1 mg of hNFs powder (with equal amounts corresponding
to free enzyme for the positive control), and 100 mM sodium
carbonate (Na2CO3). The reaction mixture was incubated at
37�C for 10 min. The released p-nitrophenol was measured by
UV-Vis spectrophotometer at 420 nm and its concentration
calculated from a standard curve collected for p-nitrophenol.
One unit of enzyme activity is here dened as 1 mmol of p-
nitrophenol liberated per minute under standard assay (pH
6.5, 37 �C). All experiments were carried out in triplicate and the
mean values were expressed �SD. The specic activity (U) was
dened as the amount of p-nitrophenol produced per mg of the
nanoowers. Stability measurements were performed for both
free enzyme and immobilised lipase hNFs aer storing the
samples at 4 �C and room temperature (21 �C).

The Bradford reagent test was performed to assess the
amount of protein present in the supernatant for each sample,
before and aer reaction. Bovine serum albumin was used as
a standard protein.34 0.1 mL of each sample was added to the
test tube and mixed with 1 mL of Bradford reagent as in the
standard method. The immobilisation yield of protein was
determined as described in the literature.35
Characterisation of the nanoowers

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were obtained
using a Supra Zeiss 55vp. For the analyses, the powders were
deposited on SEM sample stubs in two ways: dry powders were
deposited on adhesive carbon tape, wet aqueous suspensions
were dried on an aluminium stub. The samples were sputter-
coated with gold/carbon on a Leica ACE 600. Finally, SEM and
Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) analyses were per-
formed to study the morphology and composition using a Zeiss
Supra 55VP microscope, equipped with a Zeiss Supra 55vp EDX
detector (Oxford instruments X-Max). TEM: bright eld images
were acquired on a JEOL 2100 LaB6 transmission electron
microscope, working at or below 200 KV. The structure of the
samples was studied with X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) using
a PANalytical X'Pert Pro powder diffractometer (Cu K-alpha
radiation, l ¼ 0.15418 nm) with an applied voltage of 40 kV
and a current of 30 mA, spectra were acquired over the 2q range
7� to 50� with 0.02� step size and 150 s per step acquisition time.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) was con-
ducted in attenuated total reection (ATR) mode using a Bruker
Optics Vertex 70 instrument.
Fig. 1 Top sequence: Growth over time of lipase-hybrid nanoflowers:
SEM images of the Cu(II)-lipase hNFs collected at different time points
(Cu(II)-0.8 mM, lipase-0.02 mg mL�1, at 21 �C). Below: (a–o) SEM
images of Cu(II)-lipase samples incubated at room temperature for
Reusability and stability test

The reusability of the immobilised lipase hNFs was assessed by
carrying out the hydrolysis of a long chain ester (p-NP palmitate,
pnp) under standard assay conditions as described above. Aer
each cycle, the hNFs were separated from the reaction solution
by centrifugation and rinsed with assay buffer. In running the
next cycle, the hNFs were re-suspended in fresh buffer and
added to fresh p-NP palmitate (0.3 mL). The activity of the
immobilised hNFs aer the rst cycle was considered as the
control and attributed a relative activity of 100%.

The same standard assay was performed aer storing the
hNFs at different storage temperatures 4 �C and 21 �C. First,
enzyme-equivalent concentrations of hNFs and free lipase were
dissolved in 2.7 mL of phosphate buffer in two separate reaction
tubes. 0.5 mL of substrate (0.8 mM) was added to each tube.
72 h, scale bar: 1 mm; (p and q) bright field TEM images of sample (n)
Cu(II)-0.8 mM, lipase-0.02 mg mL�1, at 21 �C.

Fig. 2 SEM images of the Fe(II)-lipase hNFs incubated at 4 �C for 72 h,
scale bar: 1 mm.
Results and discussion
Morphology

To the best of our knowledge, there are no reports of the
formation of enzyme–metal–phosphate hybrid nanoowers or
nanopetal structures using ions other than divalent. In this
work, precipitates were collected with similar precipitation
kinetics, regardless of the metal ions selected for the work. The
synthesis resulted in a series of coloured precipitates yellow,
light-blue, brown and purple respectively for Fe(II), Cu(II), Ag(I)
and Au(III). The coloration clearly indicates the incorporation of
the respective metal ions in the precipitates, and potentially
indicates the presence of metallic nanoparticles or microparti-
cles of Ag and Au. The morphology, structure and composition
of the samples were analysed by SEM, XRD and EDS, using
samples collected at different time points and produced using
different reaction conditions. The use of metal ions with
different valence and/or electronic conguration did not seem
to prevent the formation of the characteristic petal-structures,
or of nanoowers, although an effect on morphology was
observed under comparable reaction conditions. Aer 72 hours,
all samples presented open, high-surface-area structures (Fig. 1
and ESI†). All enzyme–metal ion combinations resulted in
spherical precipitates, albeit under different conditions, of
appearance similar to the nanoowers reported in literature for
divalent ions.25,26,36,37 Variations in the morphology and porosity
were observed as function of the reaction conditions (Fig. 1 and
ESI†). The growth of the hNFs over time is shown in Fig. 1. Aer
2 hours precipitates were visible, which at the 24 hour mark
seemed to develop into larger petals joined to each other, then
turning into more open and fully-formed structures at 72 hours,
in line with what previously reported.25–27,29,38 No major differ-
ences were observed in the growth kinetics between the
different ions/enzyme mixtures.

Overall, all parameters were observed to affect the
morphology and size of the hNFs. The average size of
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
nanoowers was measured vary between 3 and 20 mm diameter
and the pore size remained in the order of a few microns
(calculated as the average distance between petals). The
morphology of the precipitate was observed to vary markedly as
a function of the reaction conditions. Nanosheets with a few
nanoowers were obtained at high enzyme concentrations
(Fig. 1a–e). Spherical nanoower structures with varied petals
size were observed at lower lipase concentration, as a function
of the copper sulfate concentration (Fig. 1k–o).

Both SEM and TEM images of Cu(II)-lipase hNFs aer 72
hours' reaction at 21 �C show nanoowers and nanosheets in all
samples. TEM analysis revealed the owers were composed of
thin sheets, organised at roughly 120 degrees (Fig. 1p and q).

The nanoower diameter distribution was measured for one
sample prepared at room temperature, 0.8 mM Cu(II) and
0.02 mg mL lipase showing a broad size distribution (ESI†).
Cu(II)-lipase samples synthesised at 4 �C, instead, showed
unorganised large petals, without clear nanoower-like
arrangement when working at lower copper sulphate concen-
tration and high lipase concentration 0.5 mg mL�1, (ESI†).
However, ower-like structures began to appear in samples
prepared using low lipase concentrations.
RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 25437–25443 | 25439
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Fig. 4 SEM images of the Au(III)-lipase hNFs incubated at 4 �C for 72 h,
scale bar: 1 mm.
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The different working temperatures yielded ower-like
precipitates under different reaction conditions, possibly due
to the different kinetics of nucleation and growth and the
solubility of copper phosphate. These results indicate that
temperature conditions during the precipitate formation
substantially affected the morphology and structure of the
hybrid nanoowers.

A similar effect of the reaction conditions on nanoower
synthesis was observed for the other metals, in some cases with
quite marked differences. For instance, in the case of Fe(II), the
effect of temperature with enzyme and metal concentration was
more obvious, with 4 �C enabling the synthesis of more
homogeneous and aesthetically beautiful owers (Fig. 2). Open
and quite randomly-arranged petal and crystalline structures
were instead obtained with Fe(II) at room temperature (ESI†).

The use of non-divalent ions also resulted in porous struc-
tures, like for the other ions. Most samples prepared with Ag(I)
and Au(III) presented uniform architectures, though oen
accompanied by crystalline precipitates. Different petal-
arrangements were observed by varying the concentrations of
lipase and metal ion (Fig. 3 and 4).

Samples prepared using Ag(I) at 21 �C (ESI†), showed prop-
erties similar to those seen using copper sulfate and similar
reaction conditions, with many nanosheets observed present
alongside the nanoowers at higher enzyme and metal
concentrations. At 4 �C, Ag(I) samples appeared more homo-
geneous across the range of metal ion and enzyme concentra-
tions. Higher metal ion concentrations resulted in the increased
presence of crystal structures alongside the nanoowers,
possibly silver chloride.

For Au(III), large thin nanosheets were observed to be present
together with a few nanoowers when the reaction was per-
formed at 21 �C with 0.5 mg mL�1 lipase (ESI†), whereas more
nanoower-type precipitates were observed for the lower
concentrations, across the spectrum ofmetal ion concentration.
The spherical morphology was also lost for low lipase concen-
tration and high metal ion concentration.

Working at 4 �C yielded quite homogeneous nanoowers
with densely packed nanopetals (Fig. 4). The nanoowers were
observed to be denser at low (0.2 mM) and high (1 mM) gold
chloride concentrations.

Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) analysis was
performed to characterise selected samples (ESI†), and
conrmed the presence of: the respective metal ions, phos-
phorous, as well as carbon and sulphur, which are attributed to
Fig. 3 SEM images of the Ag(I)-lipase hNFs incubated at 4 �C for 72 h,
scale bar: 1 mm.

25440 | RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 25437–25443
the presence of lipase. The sodium peaks in the spectra are
likely due to reaction buffer contamination. These results
demonstrate that all the different metal ions are present in the
hNFs and play a critical role (see morphology results) in the
formation of these lipase–metal-ion hNFs.

As illustrated in Fig. 5, FTIR-spectroscopy provides evidence for
the composition of the hNFs. Peaks observed at 1650 cm�1, 1350
cm�1, 1460 cm�1 and 1020–1220 cm�1 are the characteristic of the
protein.32 Typical absorption peaks of native lipase occurred at
1655 and 1541 cm�1 for –CONH and 2800–3000 cm�1 for –CH2

and –CH3. The same absorption peaks at 1655 and 1541 cm�1 and
2800–3000 cm�1 were also observed in the spectrum of the hNF.
Peaks observed in two particular regions (1700 cm�1 to 1600 cm�1

and 1550 cm�1 to 1500 cm�1) are considered unique to the
protein's secondary structure, and are designated as amides I and
II, respectively.39 These results demonstrate that lipase is present
within the nanoowers.40 Furthermore, strong characteristic peaks
of P–O vibrations and stretching were observed at 1052 cm�1 and
623 cm�1 may be attributed to P–O vibrations, and are considered
a proxy for the presence of phosphate groups within the hNF
structure.41 No signicant shi in peak positions was observed.

While the presence of the respective phosphate and metal
ions were conrmed by EDS and FTIR for all samples, the
nature of the phosphate compounds making up the nanoower
remains uncertain for the gold and silver samples. XRD spectra
Fig. 5 FTIR spectrum of hNFs synthesised at 4 �C [Fe(II)-lipase hNFs:
Fe(II)-(0.6mM), lipase-(0.1 mgmL�1)], synthesised at 21 �C [Cu(II)-lipase
hNFs: (Cu(II)-0.8 mM, lipase-0.02 mg mL�1), Ag(I)-lipase hNFs: (Ag(I)-
0.4 mM, lipase-0.5 mg mL�1), Au(III)-lipase hNFs: (Au(III)-0.4 mM,
lipase-0.02 mg mL�1)] and free lipase enzyme.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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of the silver-containing and gold-containing samples showed
evidence of multiple phases. In particular, the silver-lipase
sample showed the presence of silver chloride, CaHPO4$2H2O,
and likely Ag3PO4, which was difficult to univoquely identify,
due to spectral peaks common to those of calcium phosphate
(ESI†).42–44 The gold-lipase sample produced XRD spectra where
most peaks seem to be in common with those found in the
silver-lipase samples. The position of peaks assigned to
CaHPO4$2H2O, though, was observed to be slightly different in
the two samples and could indicate doping by gold and silver of
the calcium phosphate (ESI†). The presence of gold and silver in
the petals of the respective nanoowers was also conrmed
through EDS analysis, indicating that the species are present
within the petals, in some form. Nanoparticles of metallic silver
and gold were conrmed present by two small peaks (ESI†),
nding which provides evidence for the reason behind the
coloration of these samples (typical of the respective metallic
nanoparticles). Additionally, the presence of AgCl indicates that
the product might show photoresponsive properties. In brief, it
can be expected that the nanoowers may contain a variety of
metal-based species, including halides, phosphate-complexes,
and metallic particles, additionally to surface-bound metal
ions. Gold chloride solutions have also been reported to form
halophosphate and mixed phosphates (with K(I) or Na(I) or even
Ca(II)) when in PBS.45–47 Since these salts are known to bind to
proteins, it can be considered likely that these compounds play
a role in the formation of lipase nanoowers in the presence of
Au(III) ions.

It shall suffice to say that the crystalline structure of such
compounds to date remains unreported, and that resolving the
crystalline structure within the gold-based lipase nanoowers is
a task which warrants separate efforts. Nonetheless, although
the nanoowers containing gold remain of undetermined
composition, the effect of the presence of gold ions during
nanoower formation is evident.
Fig. 6 Stability of hNFs and free lipase enzyme towards pnpp. (a)
Storage at 4 �C, for samples synthesised at 4 �C [Fe(II)-lipase hNFs:
Fe(II)-(0.6 mM), lipase-(0.1 mg mL�1)], and synthesised at 21 �C [Cu(II)-
lipase hNFs: (Cu(II)-0.8 mM, lipase-0.02 mg mL�1), Ag(I)-lipase hNFs:
(Ag(I)-0.4 mM, lipase-0.5 mg mL�1), Au(III)-lipase hNFs: (Au(III)-0.4 mM,
lipase-0.02 mg mL�1)] and free lipase enzyme. (b) Storage at 21 �C of
samples synthesised at 4 �C: [Fe(II)-lipase hNFs: Fe(II)-(0.6 mM), lipase-
(0.1 mg mL�1)], and synthesised at 21 �C [Cu(II)-lipase hNFs: (Cu(II)-
0.8 mM, lipase-0.02 mg mL�1), Ag(I)-lipase hNFs: (Ag(I)-0.4 mM,
lipase-0.5 mg mL�1)] and free lipase enzyme.
Enzymatic activity and stability of hybrid nanoowers

To determine the enzymatic activity of hNFs, p-nitrophenol
palmitate (pnpp) was selected as a model substrate.33 A
marked enhancement in enzymatic activity in respect to free
enzyme was observed in most samples (ESI†), with the highest
activities measuring: 1463 U mg�1 (iron-lipase hNFs), 1522 U
mg�1 (copper-lipase hNFs), 1567 U mg�1 (silver-lipase hNFs)
and 1483 U mg�1 (gold-lipase hNFs). These values indicate that
the specic activity of lipase hNFs is �5-fold that of free lipase.
This nding is consistent with the ndings of previous studies
by Cui, et al. who observed that surfactant-activated lipase–
inorganic hNF exhibited 4.6-fold the activity of free lipase in
solution.40 Ke, et al. also found that the activity of lipase-
inorganic hNF was 3-fold that of free lipase.32 Ocsoy, et al. re-
ported that Fe(II)-HRP hybrid nanoowers with 7 times the
catalytic activity of free enzyme.31 Importantly, it was observed
that the difference in activity as a function of metal type and ion
concentration was small, and is here considered negligible,
indicating that the morphology of the hNFs was not sensibly
affecting the specic activity of the enzyme.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
Although the molecular distribution and the interactions
between lipase molecules and the phosphate and metal ions
warrant further research, the enhanced activity reported in all
samples containing the three components is evidence of their
synergistic effect in favourably presenting the enzyme in the
reaction.

The stability of the hNFs was also assessed by performing
enzyme assays aer storing the hNFs at different temperatures
for 21 days. It was observed that the hNFs stored at 4 �C and
21 �C for 21 days respectively retained 94% and 70% of their
original activities. By comparison, the same concentration of
free lipase stored at 4 �C and 21 �C respectively retained 29%
RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 25437–25443 | 25441
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and 7% of the original activity (Fig. 6A and B). This result
indicates that the enzyme within hNFs is stabilised. This is in
line with what was previously observed in the literatures. Yan,
et al. reported that hNFs maintained more than 75% activity
aer 16 days.32 The reusability of the enzyme in the hNFs also
seemed improved (Fig. 7), with each type of hNFs maintaining
around 75% of the original activity aer six uses in functional
assays. This nding is consistent with the study by Yan et al.,32

who found that lipase-hNFs maintained around 80% activity
aer ve uses. The research nding by Cui, et al.40 also indicates
similar reusability results for lipase-hNFs.

The hNFs were also tested for enzyme activity against
different short chain fatty acids to verify substrate specicity.
Under optimised temperature (40–50 �C) and substrate (natural
oils) conditions, the yield of transesterication catalysed by
lipases exceeds 83–87%.48–52 As shown in Fig. 7, the results
suggest that ferrous-lipase, silver-lipase and gold-lipase hNFs
showed maximum activity by using decanoic acid (C10),
whereas copper-lipase hNFs and free lipase showed the highest
Fig. 7 (a) Reusability study of the hNFs. [Synthesised at 4 �C [Fe(II)-
lipase hNFs: Fe(II)-(0.6 mM), lipase-(0.1 mgmL�1)], synthesised at 21 �C
[Cu(II)-lipase hNFs: (Cu(II)-0.8 mM, lipase-0.02 mg mL�1), Ag(I)-lipase
hNFs: (Ag(I)-0.4 mM, lipase-0.5 mg mL�1), Au(III)-lipase hNFs: (Au(III)-
0.4 mM, lipase-0.02 mg mL�1)] and free lipase enzyme. Each value
represents the mean of three independent determinations. Error bars
indicate the standard deviation; (b) effect of substrate hydrolysis on
hNFs synthesised at 4 �C [Fe(II)-lipase hNFs: Fe(II)-(0.6 mM), lipase-
(0.1 mg mL�1)], synthesised at 21 �C [Cu(II)-lipase hNFs: (Cu(II)-0.8 mM,
lipase-0.02 mg mL�1), Ag(I)-lipase hNFs: (Ag(I)-0.4 mM, lipase-0.5 mg
mL�1), Au(III)-lipase hNFs: (Au(III)-0.4 mM, lipase-0.02 mg mL�1)] and
free lipase enzyme.

25442 | RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 25437–25443
activity by using palmitic acid (C16). Differences in substrate
specicity may indicate different orientation of the enzyme in
its immobilised form, and result in different suitability of the
different nanoowers for industrial applications.

Conclusions

This study has demonstrated that lipase-containing nano-
owers can be prepared starting from a variety of metal ions,
not just di-valent, and in a wide range of conditions. Different
shapes of nanostructures can be generated: loosely-arranged
ower-like nanopetals, densely packed nanoowers, nano-
sheets and thick nanopetals. All metal ions were found to
produce nanoowers, albeit under different conditions, and all
samples presented specic activity of the same order of
magnitude, regardless of their morphology. While previous
literature has focused on the optimisation of the structural
features of nanoowers, this study indicates that the macro-
morphology of the porous precipitate is not a major deter-
mining factor in the enzymatic activity of the samples.

High specic activity, high enzyme reusability and improved
stability were measured for all samples prepared in this work,
without metal-ion specicity. This indicates that the type of
metal ion and the macroscopic arrangement of the petals play
a secondary role in determining lipase activity to that of the co-
presence of metal and phosphate ions and enzyme. Although
further research is required to elucidate the crystalline forms of
some nanoower compositions, these results also clearly indi-
cate that the phosphate–metal-ion–enzyme system is very
robust, and in particular that more “courageous choices” in the
selection of metal ions other than Ca(II), Cu(II) and Fe(II) can be
attempted.

Literature on the formation of nanoowers has so far only
focused on di-valent ions, but the results presented here indi-
cate that possibly it is the insolubility of metal phosphates and
their protein-complexes that allows precipitation and growth of
these structures. The option to use different valence and
different metals is expected to have important consequences in
opening up new areas of metal–phosphate–protein research.
Although indicating that multiple ion combinations can be
used in this approach, this study points towards a need to
further study the effect of the co-presence of metal ions such as
Ca(II) and the transition metal ions, and to investigate the effect
of chloride and other counterions on the formation of the
nanoowers and their resulting activity.

Since certain enzymes and proteins are, for instance, intol-
erant of the co-presence of certain metal ions, such as Cu(II) or
Ca(II), and show reduced activity, the ability to produce nano-
structures with different metal ions, demonstrated here, will
likely open the way to a wider range of enzyme–metal–phos-
phate systems, not possible before.
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